1.
Cyborg - Or As She Likes It “Cai-borg”

October 28th 2100: It's a lovely perpetual autumn morning
somewhere in this new world. Borders have blurred, gender
happens to be a thing of the past, CO2 is being converted into
C2H6O (ethanol) and every one has been hallucinating enough
from the effects of ethanol to make Kim Kardashian West the
new religion. While all this is taking place in a post 5.1
industrial revolution, our main resources being energy
produced through a new method of
"hyperactivendurancefficiency", Dexter the journafictionist
decides to pay Caitlyn Jenner (our world's first cyborg) a
visit on her 151st Birthday.
Location: Inside Caitlyn Jenner's dream home
The interview takes place in front of her museum like 'glam
room’ that was packed full of women's clothing featured in the
reality show of 2015, Keeping Up With The Kardashians.
Flickering lights from the nearest hologram projection –
showing her transformation – fills up the otherwise soft-lit
room. The room is mostly empty – apart from a pair of Greta
Grossman lounge chairs facing the 'glam room’, and cryonics of
a humongous Villose Pitcher-Plant placed between the chairs.

Throughout all recordings we have the background of the
‘lounge area’, there is no extra sound apart from occasional
head scratching.

The Interview
Caitlyn - We all know her!
Dexter - Young male, slightly nervous but still professional.
Knows Jenner from a seminar he had attended exactly a year ago
– “Unique Lives”. After writing a piece on Jenner, he was
invited to meet her in this exact same room where he was
congratulated for his merit and kindness.
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Process – Jenner has no time to lose in a world where Time is
currency. She walks in, greets the young man and sits down on
one of the Greta Grossman lounge chairs. The interview begins.

Dexter
(Cracks his right hand index finger joint to start his newly
installed voice recording device)

Sound of high heels as
Caitlyn walks through the
door.
Caitlyn
(Addressing Dexter)
Hi!
(Cheek kissing Dexter from a distance)
Thank Kim! I finally get to see you
again.
(Takes her seat)
Dexter
Yes. Thank Kim!
Shall we start?
Caitlyn
Yes.
Shoot.
(Crosses her legs)
Dexter
Through you we have learnt a lot
about advancements in Body
Replacements. How did it all start?
Caitlyn
People go through life and they never
deal with their own issues. No matter
what the issues are. Mine happened to
be gender identity. But how many
people just go through life and waste
their entire life ‘cause they never
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deal with themselves and be who they
are…
And then… And then you start learning
the kind of pressure women are under
all the time… about their appearance!
I had to figure out ways for eternal
youth, cause makeup can only help
that much.
Dexter
How did you start your
transformation?
Caitlyn
Yeah… ah … as a former athlete I
noticed that my knees went bad soon
after my first transformation. So I
contracted the ETH Caibathlon. And
you know… who says you have to live
with what is given to you?
(Laughs)
Dexter
Caibathlon?!
Rumours were right then? You’ve
started to pronounce cyborg
differently?
Caitlyn
Of course I do! I’m the first… and
the oldest one functioning… ain’t I?
They should rebrand the term as
“Cai-borg”.
If it weren’t for me, you’d still be
scribbling this interview with some
outdated pen and non-environment
friendly paper!
That generation… of your
great-grandparents… they got us into
this perpetual autumn!
By Kim! How I hated those
paper-wasting tree-killing monsters!
Such a pity that we lost the forest.
Dexter
Yes.
(Nods)
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I’d have loved to see those forests.
You do have a lovely Villose
Pitcher-Plant in cryonics… never saw
those before but in pictures!
Thank Kim, we found a way around the
CO2 issue. You and Ethanol…
Caitlyn
(Laughs)
Yes yes… powered my pacemaker didn’t
it?
Dexter
You made Time a new currency… and
your obsession with finding a
“fountain of youth” brought us here…
Caitlyn
Of course Dexter. Thank you for your
kindness…
Dexter
Do you miss any of your original body
parts?
Caitlin
Back in the days I’d have said my
breasts, but now that everyone has
them… by the way yours look good
Dexter…
(Dexter giggles and nods)
I’d say nothing! Everything is like…
look at me!! Don’t I look good!?!

Dexter
Last question. How are you powering
up your entire Dream House?
Caitlyn
One word. Clones.
(Self satisfactory laugh)
I have my personal bank of organ
donor… no secrets there…
Now they have to keep fit - right?
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So they “soul cycle”… a trend I
noticed in 2015 at a place called
Cycle House!
Only difference? They cycle till
their soul yells… they cycle till
they drop. They cycle… to produce
energy.
Ain’t that brilliant? My clones! They
cycle… to produce energy.
And with that harvested energy I make
this house run.

